SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
The present chapter is the ultimate part in which the total work has been expressed in two portions, namely summary and conclusion. The first portion, comprising summary, includes the overall work in a concised form. In this case, the arrangement has been set in accordance with the original text, that is as per the sequential arrangement of the chapters which in its turn are different bodies of information, the results thereof, and the conclusion and interpretation with regard to accumulated knowledge. The second part of this chapter, presents the final conclusion. Unlike the conclusive statements in connection with summary, here the conclusion has been made in an integrated manner connecting different topical areas with regard to specific issues. It is worth mentioning that the conclusions herein are practically and primarily of the worker herself. These conclusions are neither simple guess works or mere assumptions. But formulated on the basis of concrete evidences, both with observations and information. For drawing the conclusion, the worker has made a number of exercises along a specific direction. It is agreed that further conclusions may be drawn by others, either in the form of extension or auxiliary appendages. The worker is convinced as well as confident that based on these data contradictory conclusions can seldom be made. With this brief background, the constituent sections, summary and conclusions, have been put forward.